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Intervention Group
•
•
•
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•

Friday, November 23
24 students (aged 14-15) from «Caetani» High School
class IG started the activities of PHASE 0. PRIOR TRAINING ON
DEVELOPING VIDEO CAPSULES
They represented the first class/group involved in the training.
In the following days (November 27-28) all the other four classgroups ( IB- IC- ID- IF) started the training phase.
121 students were involved in this phase. They represented the
intervention group
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Caetani High School
•Four class-groups were located in the main school building ,
not very far from Lumsa University.
Only one class group was located in another building farther
away. It is Caetani high school annex
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PRIOR TRAINING ON DEVELOPING VIDEO CAPSULES
• In phase 0 two undergraduate students were involved as
observers in the activities with the high school students.
• Two other students, Erasmus students from Switzerland and
Germany, were involved as well
• They collaborated with us in the presentation of the
activities
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Presentation of the student activities
• In the first meeting, we presented the entire project to the
students
• We explained to them that their role would be that of producing
videocapsules on the theme of preventing dating violence.
• These videocapsules would then be used for the formation of
other high school students in Italy.
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Students activities

• The presentation of the activities was a
success with the students.
• They were keen on the theme of dating
violence. They were curious and interested
• They worked in cooperative groups and
appreciated this approach
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Students activities: strong points
•The parts of the sessions students preferred were:
•The first session about the photos with questions. The students
focused on the details in each photo which then stimulated a
discussion on what the photo represented.
• The second session about reconstructing stories
• The first session of module 2 about thinking of an anger event in
their life and then crumpling up a piece of paper to illustrate how
they felt
• Other activities that students appreciated were the diaphragmatic
breathing, the «sandwich technique» and the «wall» activity.
• In general, they appreciated very much all the interactive activities
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Weak points
• Students less appreciated in some cases the
activities about cartoons. They said that the story
line was uninteresting or clichéd.
• Scheduled time for activities
• Sometimes, we did not succeeded in completing
the activities in one hour . Morever, if we had had
more time, we could have extended the
discussion
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VIDEOCAPSULES ACTIVITIES
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4. Timing of the activities for videocapsules

Period of the intervention

• 8 weeks: from 08/01/2019 to
27/02/2019
Frequency
• One session per week in each classgroup
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Phase 1: Prior Training on developing video capsules
• We started the phase 1. «pre-production session» after Christmas
holiday
• This phase was carried out by a team composed by 1 Lumsa
team’s member and one videomaker per each class-group
• The role of the Lumsa team’s members was twofold:
1) Reinforcing students’ memory about the activities carried out
during the phase 0 because of the Christmas holiday lack
2) Help them to be focused on the main topic of the project in the
brainstorming activity
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Phase 1: Pre production weak points
•

The week of pre-production activities presented some difficulties

1. There were self-managment activities during the first week, so some classgroups did not want to continue with the project, because they perceived the
activities and the project itself as compulsory, but we succeeded in
convincing them to continue.
2. At the first step we noticed it was difficult for students to construct a plot
that integrates protective assets and competencies against violence in couple
relationships. Therefore the first drafts were still focused on relational
patterns conflict oriented and the plots were based on student’s real life
issues (arguments with boy/girlfriend faced through jealousy reactions and
verbal aggressiveness sometimes)
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Phase 1: Pre production
• After the Self-managment week they were very collaborative and
worked hardly at the construction of a plot addressed to the aims
of the project.
• Lumsa team, supported by a PhD student, and videomakers
supervised students’ plots.
• In some cases it was necessary to stimulate students in order to
re-think their ideas and to better address their plots toward assets
and capacities useful to promote positive couple relationships
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Phase 2: Production
•Some students were very excited to act and others very
shy
•Some of them became aware to have a talent for acting
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Phase 3 Post-production and Cineforum
•Videomakers debated with students about:
• how to assamble videocapsules in a short film
• narrative strategies used to better highlights the strong points of each
videocapsules and soundtracks
•We showed to each class-group their own short film
•It was a very surprising moment for students because they didn’t expect
such a very professional results of their own work in terms of acting, work
group and storytelling
•We carried out a debate after the preliminary cineforum asking students
about weakness, streghts and how to improve the project for future editions
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Students’ opinion and evalutation of the
projects
Strengths
• Students enjoyed creative and interactive
activities:
• working group,
• Script and plot
• acting
• They defined the project “useful and stimulating”

Weaknesses
•

For some students, the activities
proposed in the manual were
perceived boring and monotonous

•

The exercises in the manual did not
always involved the students

•

This phase of the project was
perceived too long, the videocapsules
phase was perceived too short.
(Defining the timing for activities)

•

Review the weekly timing of the
project

•

Give to some students the
opportunity to leave the project

• Too many exercises: some of them very interesting
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Suggestions by students for future editions
•

Propose a similar project in 3/5 years (longitudinal analysis) to see what changes in our perception

•

Present more tools to learn how to recognize oppressive and controlling attitudes in a real way

Some feedbacks
"At first I didn't like this project, then I liked doing group work."

"I realize you can solve problems without violence."
"I've learned to control my aggressive instincts and to be in a relationship in a better way"
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Lumsa team evalutation of the projects from
naturalistic observation
Competencies
• Some students applied assets suggested by the
project because they already used them even
before our projects
• Some other students avoided to cope with the
conflict emerged by the script

• After cineforum other students were still persuaded
that conflict without a good resolution is the only
way to face some relational issue with partners
(jealousy) I.E. you can’t apply those assets in every
situation

Activities
• Some students perceived some activities as boring
• Students memorized just few assets and forgot most of
them. We don’t know if this was because of the time gap
between phase 1 and phase 2 of the project
• Students memorized just few individual competences,
such as empathy, authonomy and communicational skills,
while assets such as family, school and community were
not perceived as protective and useful assets.
• The mobile phone was an important tool used by
students in their stories. The mobile allowed them to
manage the conflict, we should introduce its use in the
Manual for students activities
• Timing dedicated to the script and the production
session was too short
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Final remarks about working with teenager
At the beginning of videocapsules activities

“Who are you?? I must not take part to this project, it’s our selfmanagment week and it’s more important than this project!”
At the end of videocapsules activities

“Please don’t go!! We’ll miss you so
much!!!! Come back soon!!” (Hugs)
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Example of short film
•

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yxki4zXJEI6bqegDbvxPjUNjevjt4CKe/view?usp=drivesdk
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Future Planning
May 14 Re-test with the intervention group and Cineforum with all
students of the intervention group
…………..Re-test with the control group
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Thank you!
Nicoletta Rosati – Francesca Ieracitano
Lumsa Team
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